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the presented book upsc civil services 29 years ias prelims gs paper 1 csat paper 2 which is thoroughly revised and updated and is in 2 color texts
covers the questions of the last 29 years for general studies 1995 2023 csat 2011 2023 a chapters have been prepared according to the previous years



upsc civil services prelims paper the book has also been incorporated with information instructions for civil services exams plan schemes of
examinations tips strategies along with time management for civil services exams preparation explanations are error free as well as precise asked
questions are arranged in topics such as history of india physical indian world geography indian polity governance economic social development general
issues on environment ecology bio diversity climate change general science general knowledge and current events in csat question papers are
categorised such as general comprehension interpersonal
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cbse ugc net solved papers paper 1 includes solved paper of july 2016 net exam held on 10 07 2016 and re conducted on 28 08 2016
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net jrf paper 1 solved previous year papers for ugc nta exam keywords ugc cbse net jrf previous year solved papers net jrf kvs madan by pearson
economics net papers political science philosophy net papers psychology sociology net papers history anthropology net papers commerce education net
papers social work home science net papers public administration management net papers hindi english net papers physical law net papers mass comm
geography net papers computer electronic net papers environmental international area net papers yoga

CBSE UGC NET SOLVED PAPERS PAPER 1
2014-09-24

description of the product 100 updated with the 2023 paper held on may 14th extensive practice with 3350 mcqs of 15 years of solved papers 1 2
topper s strategy from divya sikarwar uppcs topper 2023 air 1 valuable exam insights with special coverage on up special gs section concept clarity with
detailed explanations
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2016-02-08

running like a red thread through this book are the manifestations of sino african relations dating back many centuries in this way the rise and decline
and rise of china searching for an organising philosophy takes forward the work mistra conducted on the mapungubwe society one of the advanced
states that existed in southern africa some 800 years ago what makes this research report unique though is that the treatment of these issues has been
undertaken primarily from an african perspective

UPPSC Prelims 15 Year-Wise Solved Papers General Studies Paper-I (2009-2023) General
Studies (CSAT) Paper-II (2013-2023) For 2024 Exam
2023-06-12

during a balkan winter two strangers briefly met in a caf and decided to keep in touch with numb hands and spent liquor bottles aspiring artist brad
hoffmann sends still frames and warm thoughts to nadya the stranger from the caf their raw correspondence takes them on a wild and provocative
journey that explores life from unique angles an american expat trying to be a rock star and an attractive bulgarian business owner trying to find her
savior and harmony together they dig into each others lives face their fears and come to an unexpected discovery a passion concealing painful truth
becoming a hard lesson about life and love the wine spills and freezes becoming a slick patch of icy blood on stone there a broken heart falls and
shatters the dying words will never be known

Rise and Decline and Rise of China
2018-06-07

in the twenty first century the indo pacific which spans from the western pacific ocean to the western indian ocean along the eastern coast of africa has
emerged as a crucial geostrategic region for trade investment energy supplies cooperation and competition it presents complex maritime security
challenges and interlocking economic interests that require the development of an overarching multilateral security framework this volume develops
common approaches by focusing on geopolitical challenges transnational security concerns and multilateral institution building and cooperation the
chapters written by a cross section of practitioners diplomats policymakers and scholars from the three major powers discussed united states china
india explain the opportunities and risks in the indo pacific region and identify specific naval measures needed to enhance maritime security in the



region maritime security in the indo pacific opens by introducing the indo pacific and outlining the roles of china india and the united states in various
maritime issues in the region it then focuses on the security challenges presented by maritime disputes naval engagement legal issues sea lanes of
communication energy transport humanitarian assistance and disaster relief as well as by nontraditional threats such as piracy terrorism and weapons
proliferation it compares and contrasts the roles and perspectives of the key maritime powers analyzing the need for multilateral cooperation to
overcome the traditional and nontraditional challenges and security dilemma this shows that in spite of their different interests capabilities and priorities
washington beijing and new delhi can and do engage in cooperation to deal with transnational security challenges lastly the book describes how to
promote maritime cooperation by establishing or strengthening multilateral mechanisms and measures that would reduce the prospects for conflict in
the indo pacific region

Killing Time with Poison & Nonsense
2019-10-10

dda247 is launching a comprehensive ebook on 25 iaf afcat practice book for afcat 2020 this ebook is updated as per the latest examination pattern and
is suitable for other competitive exams the aim of this ebook is to help students learn and understand the new pattern of recruitment exams which will
help them to maximize their scores in the competitive examination the book has been prepared by experienced faculties subject matter experts and
with the expertise of adda247 keeping the new pattern and challenges of competitive exams in mind salient features of the ebook 14 previous year
papers 2011 20 15 full length practice papers static general knowledge questions based on the latest pattern detailed solution of numerical ability
reasoning military aptitude english and general awareness

Maritime Security in the Indo-Pacific
2015-12-14

this book provides the first comprehensive analyses of the challenges all european welfare systems have been facing since 2007 combining in depth
country based studies and comparative chapters it focuses on 1 the economic and financial crisis 2 demographic change and 3 the balance between
avoiding risks and opening up opportunities in social policy the results show that european welfare systems tend to face the same challenges in
different ways and that also their responses to those challenges differ considerably although the eu also plays a part in shaping national welfare
systems it becomes evident that european welfare systems are by no means converging in terms of social policy national diversity within europe is still
a major factor that will shape future developments in european welfare systems



25+ IAF AFCAT Practice eBook English Edition
2019-09-06

welcome to mock papers on paper i a comprehensive and indispensable resource designed to aid aspiring candidates of the ugc nta net jrf general
paper on teaching research aptitude examination this book has been carefully crafted to cater to the needs of individuals preparing for this competitive
examination and seeking to enhance their knowledge and performance the ugc nta net jrf is a highly regarded examination that evaluates the teaching
and research aptitude of candidates aspiring to become assistant professors or qualify for junior research fellowships this challenging exam requires a
deep understanding of various aspects of teaching methodology research techniques communication skills and general awareness to succeed
candidates must demonstrate proficiency in these areas and possess the ability to think critically and apply their knowledge effectively mock papers on
paper i has been meticulously developed with the primary objective of providing aspiring candidates with a comprehensive set of mock test papers that
mirror the actual examination pattern these mock papers are designed to assess and enhance your aptitude in teaching and research while familiarizing
you with the exam format question types and time constraints by practicing with these papers you will gain invaluable insights into the exam structure
build confidence and refine your test taking strategies i would like to express my sincere gratitude to all those who contributed to the development of
this book i extend my special thanks to the editorial team for their diligent efforts in reviewing the manuscript and ensuring that it meets the highest
standards of quality i also acknowledge the valuable feedback received from subject matter experts which has helped us refine the content in
conclusion i am confident that this book will prove to be a valuable resource for candidates preparing for competitive exams in the education sector

Challenges to European Welfare Systems
2016-05-11

european criminal law faces many challenges in harmonising states criminal justice systems this book presents a systematic analysis of this legal area
and examines the difficulties involved

Mock Papers on General Paper – I (General paper on Teaching & Research Aptitude)
2016-04-19

this multidisciplinary book introduces readers to original perspectives on crimmigration that foster holistic contextual and critical appreciation of the
concept in australia and its individual consequences and broader effects this collection draws together contributions from nationally and internationally
respected legal scholars and social scientists united by common and overlapping interests who identify critique and reimagine crimmigration law and



practice in australia and thereby advance understanding of this important field of inquiry specifically crimmigration is addressed and analysed from a
variety of standpoints including criminal law justice administrative law justice immigration law international law sociology of law legal history feminist
theory settler colonialism and political sociology the book aims to explore the historical antecedents of contemporary crimmigration and continuities
with the past in australia reveal the forces driving crimmigration and explain its relationship to border securitisation in australia identify and examine
the different facets of crimmigration comprising the substantive overlaps between criminal and immigration law crimmigration processes investigative
techniques surveillance strategies and law enforcement agents institutions and practices uncover the impacts of crimmigration law and practice upon
the human rights and interests of non citizens and their families analyse crimmigration from assorted critical standpoints including settler colonialism
race and feminist perspectives by focusing upon these issues the book provides an interconnected collection of chapters with a cohesive narrative
notwithstanding that contributors approach the themes and specific issues from different theoretical and critical standpoints and employ a range of
research methods

European Criminal Law
2020-06-28

this un women s flagship report shows that all too often women s economic and social rights are held back because they are forced to fit into a man s
world but it is possible to move beyond the status quo to picture a world where economies are built with women s rights at their heart it is being
published as the international community comes together to define a transformative post 2015 development agenda and coincides with the 20th
anniversary commemoration of the landmark fourth world conference on women in beijing china which set out a comprehensive agenda to advance
gender equality this publication brings together human rights and economic policymaking and provides the key elements for a far reaching new policy
agenda that can transform economies and make women s rights a reality through solid in depth analysis and data this evidence based report provides
key recommendations on moving towards an economy that truly works for women for the benefit of all

Crimmigration in Australia
2020-06-28

the arab uprisings that emerged in reaction to unemployment high inflation corruption and the lack of liberty under authoritarian rule in the middle east
and north africa paved the way for social and political transformations in the region as a consequence of these uprisings new actors have gained
prominence while regional issues have become more aggravated and complicated challenging existing national borders the involvement of a broad
range of regional and external actors in various parts of the region has created new conflicts and alliances new actors and issues in the post arab
uprisings examines how the post arab uprisings period with its diversity of issues and actors challenges existing policies and national borders in the



middle east this collection provides readers with a deeper understanding of the political and social changes that are underway through diverse
perspectives on various critical issues

Progress of the World's Women 2015-2016
2020-06-30

complex systems is a new field of science studying how parts of a system give rise to the collective behaviors of the system and how the system
interacts with its environment this book examines the complex systems involved in environmental sustainability and examines the technologies
involved to help mitigate human impacts such as renewable energy desalination carbon capture recycling etc it considers the relationships and balance
between environmental engineering and science economics and human activity with regard to sustainability

12 VARSH VAAR CTET Paper 1 Solved Papers (2011 - 2019) - Hindi Edition
2020-05-15

the job interview is probably the most important step you will take in your job search journey because it s always important to be prepared to respond
effectively to the questions that employers typically ask at a job interview petrogav international has prepared this ebooks that will help you to get a job
in oil and gas industry since these questions are so common hiring managers will expect you to be able to answer them smoothly and without hesitation
this ebook contains 273 questions and answers for job interview and as a bonus 230 links to video movies this course covers aspects like hse process
mechanical electrical and instrumentation control that will enable you to apply for any position in the oil and gas industry

New Actors and Issues in the Post-Arab Uprisings Period
2014-06-01

the job interview is probably the most important step you will take in your job search journey because it s always important to be prepared to respond
effectively to the questions that employers typically ask at a job interview petrogav international has prepared this ebooks that will help you to get a job
in oil and gas industry since these questions are so common hiring managers will expect you to be able to answer them smoothly and without hesitation
this ebook contains 150 questions and answers for job interview and as a bonus 230 links to video movies this course covers aspects like hse process
mechanical electrical and instrumentation control that will enable you to apply for any position in the oil and gas industry



Ecological Sustainability
2013-06-04

the job interview is probably the most important step you will take in your job search journey because it s always important to be prepared to respond
effectively to the questions that employers typically ask at a job interview petrogav international has prepared this ebooks that will help you to get a job
in oil and gas industry since these questions are so common hiring managers will expect you to be able to answer them smoothly and without hesitation
this ebook contains 200 questions and answers for job interview and as a bonus web addresses to 230 video movies for a better understanding of the
technological process this course covers aspects like hse process mechanical electrical and instrumentation control that will enable you to apply for any
position in the oil and gas industry

273 technical questions and answers for job interview Offshore Drilling Rigs
2014-07-15

in this timely original and sophisticated collection writers from the global south demonstrate that forms of publicness are multiple mobile and varied the
notion that societies mediate issues through certain kinds of engagement is at the heart of imaginings of democracy and often centers on the ideal of
the public sphere but this imagined foundation of how we live collectively appears to have suffered a dramatic collapse across the world with many
democracies apparently unable to solve problems through talk or even to agree on who speaks in what ways and where in the 10 essays in this timely
original and sophisticated collection writers from southern africa combine theoretical analysis with the examination of historical cases and contemporary
developments to demonstrate that forms of publicness are multiple mobile and varied they propose new concepts and methodologies to analyse how
public engagements work in society babel unbound examines charged examples from the global south such as the centuries old timbuktu archive
nelson mandela as a powerful absent presence in 1960s public life and the challenges to the terms of contemporary debate around the student activism
of rhodesmustfall and feesmustfall these show how issues of public discussion span both archive and media verbal debates in formal spaces and visual
performances that circulate in unpredictable ways

150 technical questions and answers for job interview Offshore Drilling Rigs
2018-04-27

the nationally appropriate mitigation action nama is the new kid on the block in the battle against climate change the nama is the most decisive
instrument devised to address the fact that today the only source of growing emissions are the world s developing countries but as it is based purely on



voluntarism it crucially depends on financing models that can lift the concept off the ground this book provides the first insights as to how this concept
can deliver on its promise and challenges some of the fundamental mantras in international climate change collaboration

200 technical questions and answers for job interview Offshore Oil & Gas Rigs
2018-01-22

the book addresses the perceived need for a publication with looks at both climate smart technologies and the integration of renewable energy and
energy efficiency in mitigation and adaptation responses based on a set of papers submitted as part of the fifth on line climate conference climate 2012
and a major conference on renewable energy on island states held in mauritius in 2012 the book provides a wealth of information on climate change
strategies and the role of smart technologies the book has been produced in the context of the project small developing island renewable energy
knowledge and technology transfer network direkt funded by the acp science and technology programme an eu programme for cooperation between
the european union and the acp region

Babel Unbound
2017-07-25

the international handbook of research in professional and practice based learning discusses what constitutes professionalism examines the concepts
and practices of professional and practice based learning including associated research traditions and educational provisions it also explores
professional learning in institutions of higher and vocational education as well the practice settings where professionals work and learn focusing on both
initial and ongoing development and how that learning is assessed the handbook features research from expert contributors in education studies of the
professions and accounts of research methodologies from a range of informing disciplines it is organized in two parts the first part sets out conceptions
of professionalism at work how professions work and learning can be understood and examines the kinds of institutional practices organized for
developing occupational capacities the second part focuses on procedural issues associated with learning for and through professional practice and how
assessment of professional capacities might progress the key premise of this handbook is that during both initial and ongoing professional development
individual learning processes are influenced and shaped through their professional environment and practices moreover in turn the practice and
processes of learning through practice are shaped by their development all of which are required to be understood through a range of research
orientations methods and findings this handbook will appeal to academics working in fields of professional practice including those who are concerned
about developing these capacities in their students in addition students and research students will also find this handbook a key reference resource to
the field



Financial Engineering of Climate Investment in Developing Countries
2015-03-19

32 ugc net previous papers teaching research aptitude paper 1 keywords kvs madaan 01 ugc net economics previous papers 02 ugc net political
science previous papers 03 ugc net philosophy previous papers 04 ugc net psychology previous papers 05 ugc net sociology previous papers 06 ugc net
history previous papers 07 ugc net anthropology previous papers 08 ugc net commerce previous papers 09 ugc net education previous papers 10 ugc
net social work previous papers 11 ugc net defence and strategic studies previous papers 12 ugc net home science previous papers 14 ugc net public
administration previous papers 15 ugc net population studies previous papers 16 ugc net music previous papers 17 ugc net management previous
papers 18 ugc net maithili previous papers 19 ugc net bengali previous papers 20 ugc net hindi previous papers 21 ugc net kannada previous papers 22
ugc net malayalam previous papers 23 ugc net odia previous papers 24 ugc net punjabi previous papers 25 ugc net sanskrit previous papers 26 ugc net
tamil previous papers 27 ugc net telugu previous papers 28 ugc net urdu previous papers 29 ugc net arabic previous papers 30 ugc net english previous
papers 31 ugc net linguistics previous papers 32 ugc net chinese previous papers 33 ugc net dogri previous papers 34 ugc net nepali previous papers
35 ugc net manipuri previous papers 36 ugc net assamese previous papers 37 ugc net gujarati previous papers 38 ugc net marathi previous papers 39
ugc net french previous papers 40 ugc net spanish previous papers 41 ugc net russian previous papers 42 ugc net persian previous papers 43 ugc net
rajasthani previous papers 44 ugc net german previous papers 45 ugc net japanese previous papers 46 ugc net adult education continuing education
andragogy non formal education previous papers 47 ugc net physical education previous papers 49 ugc net arab culture and islamic studies previous
papers 50 ugc net indian culture previous papers 55 ugc net labour welfare personnel management industrial relations labour and social welfare human
resource management previous papers 58 ugc net law previous papers 59 ugc net library and information science previous papers 60 ugc net buddhist
jaina gandhian and peace studies previous papers 62 ugc net comparative study of religions previous papers 63 ugc net mass communication and
journalism previous papers 65 ugc net performing arts dance drama theatre previous papers 66 ugc net museology conservation previous papers 67
ugc net archaeology previous papers 68 ugc net criminology previous papers 70 ugc net tribal and regional language literature previous papers 71 ugc
net folk literature previous papers 72 ugc net comparative literature previous papers 73 ugc net sanskrit traditional subjects including jyotisha sidhanta
jyotisha navya vyakarna vyakarna mimamsa navya nyaya sankhya yoga tulanatmaka darsana shukla yajurveda madhva vedanta dharma sastra sahitya
purana itihasa agama advaita vedanta previous papers 74 ugc net women studies previous papers 79 ugc net visual arts including drawing painting
sculpture graphics applied art history of art previous papers 80 ugc net geography previous papers 81 ugc net social medicine community health
previous papers 82 ugc net forensic science previous papers 83 ugc net pali previous papers 84 ugc net kashmiri previous papers 85 ugc net konkani
previous papers 87 ugc net computer science and applications previous papers 88 ugc net electronic science previous papers 89 ugc net environmental
sciences previous papers 90 ugc net international and area studies previous papers 91 ugc net prakrit previous papers 92 ugc net human rights and
duties previous papers 93 ugc net tourism administration and management previous papers 94 ugc net bodo previous papers 95 ugc net santali
previous papers



Climate-Smart Technologies
2012-01-12

international investment law is one of the most dynamic fields of international law and yet it has been criticised for failing to strike a fair balance
between private and public interests in this valuable contribution to the current debate valentina vadi examines the merits and pitfalls of arbitral
tribunals use of the concepts of proportionality and reasonableness to review the compatibility of a state s regulatory actions with its obligations under
international investment law

International Handbook of Research in Professional and Practice-based Learning
2011-05-02

as long as there have been u s colleges and universities there have been entry courses that pose difficulties for students courses that have served more
as Âweeding outÂ rather than Âgearing upÂ experiences for undergraduates this volume makes the case that the weed out dynamic is no longer
acceptable if it ever was contemporary postsecondary education is characterized by vastly expanded access for historically underserved populations of
students and this new level of access is coupled with increased scrutiny of retention and graduation outcomes chapters in this volume define and
explore issues in gateway courses and provide various examples of how to improve teaching learning and outcomes in these foundational components
of the undergraduate experience this is the 180th volume of the jossey bass quarterly report series new directions for higher education addressed to
presidents vice presidents deans and other higher education decision makers on all kinds of campuses it provides timely information and authoritative
advice about major issues and administrative problems confronting every institution

32 UGC NET Previous Papers (Teaching & Research Aptitude Paper-1)
2018-04-24

judicial decision making may ideally be impartial but in reality it is influenced by many different factors including institutional context ideological
commitment fellow justices on a panel and personal preference empirical literature in this area increasingly analyzes this complex collection of factors
in isolation when a larger sample size of comparative institutional contexts can help assess the impact of the procedures norms and rules on key
institutional decisions such as how appeals are decided four basic institutional questions from a comparative perspective help address these studies
regardless of institutional context or government framework who decides or how is a justice appointed how does an appeal reach the court what
processes occur who is before the court or how do the characteristics of the litigants and third parties affect judicial decision making how does the court



decide the appeal or what institutional norms and strategic behaviors do the judges perform to obtain their preferred outcome this book explains how
the answers to these institutional questions largely determine the influence of political preferences of individual judges and the degree of cooperation
among judges at a given point in time the authors apply these four fundamental institutional questions to empirical work on the supreme courts of the
us uk canada india and the high court of australia the ultimate purpose of this book is to promote a deeper understanding of how institutional
differences affect judicial decision making using empirical studies of supreme courts in countries with similar basic structures but with sufficient
differences to enable meaningful comparison

Proportionality, Reasonableness and Standards of Review in International Investment Law
and Arbitration
2020-06-28

this essential overview of what it means to be a library and information professional today provides a broad overview of the transformation of libraries
as information organizations why these organizations are more important today than ever before the technological influence on how we provide
information resources and services in today s digital and global environment and the various career opportunities available for information professionals
the book begins with a historical overview of libraries and their transformation as information and technology hubs within their communities it also
covers the various specializations within the field emphasizing the exciting yet complex roles and opportunities for information professionals with that
foundation in place it presents how libraries serve different kinds of communities highlighting the unique needs of users across all ages and how
libraries fulfill those needs through a variety of services and addresses key issues facing information organizations as they meet user needs in the
digital age the book then concludes with career management strategies to guide library and information science professionals in building not only
vibrant careers but vibrant information organizations for the future as well

Improving Teaching, Learning, Equity, and Success in Gateway Courses
2017

exploring postcolonial biblical criticism history method practice offers a concise and multifaceted overview of the origins development and application of
postcolonial criticism to biblical studies offers a concise and accessible introduction to postcolonial biblical studies provides a comprehensive overview
of postcolonial studies by one of the field s most prominent figures explains one of the most innovative and important developments in modern biblical
studies accessible enough to appeal to general readers interested in religion



Commitment and Cooperation on High Courts
2016-10-04

the sixth edition of africa in world politics focuses on challenges african states face in constructing viable political economies in contexts both of familiar
domestic challenges and an unprecedented mix of engagements opportunities and threats emanating from a turbulent and rapidly changing
international order this text including new chapters on nigeria and the influence of party politics on economic development remains an invaluable
resource for students of african politics seeking to navigate the continent s complex political and economic landscapes revised chapters consider both
the extent and the limits of continued healthy growth rates in many countries the impacts of investments by china and other brics countries plateaus
and some reversals in progress on human rights and democratization dimensions of chronic state weakness deepened by insurgencies including some
that are connected to al qaeda and the islamic state and peacebuilding efforts struggling to uphold responsible sovereignty in the sudans the great
lakes region and elsewhere

Information Services Today
2023-02-28

the job interview is probably the most important step you will take in your job search journey because it s always important to be prepared to respond
effectively to the questions that employers typically ask at a job interview petrogav international has prepared this ebooks that will help you to get a job
in oil and gas industry since these questions are so common hiring managers will expect you to be able to answer them smoothly and without hesitation
this ebook contains 100 questions and answers for job interview and as a bonus 230 links to video movies this course covers aspects like hse process
mechanical electrical and instrumentation control that will enable you to apply for any position in the oil and gas industry

11+ English Paper 1 (Spring Term 2012)

the landscapes of higher education have been changing rapidly with enormous growths in participation rates in many countries across the world and
major developments and changes within institutions but the languages that we need to conceptualise and understand these changes have not been
keeping pace the central argument in this book is that new ways of thinking about higher education the new languages of its title are needed to
understand the role of universities and colleges in contemporary society and culture and the global economy new landscapes over reliance on existing
conceptualisations of higher education has made it difficult to understand fully the nature of 21st century higher education it may also have encouraged
a view that there is no alternative to the development of more marketized forms of higher education the analysis offered suggests that the future is



much more open it argues that familiar categories normally accepted as givens are actually more fluid systems of higher education whether expressed
through direct public funding or through regulatory regimes are being eroded institutions often assumed to be to be given enhanced agency by more
corporate forms of management and governance are no longer powerful actors if they ever were research often corralled by assessment and
management systems is becoming more diffuse and distributed learning supposedly more focused on skill outcomes and employability retains a more
broadly educative function the publicness of higher education has not disappeared as public funding has diminished but taken on new forms with
contributions from leading figures drawn from a wide range of countries this book provides an authoritative analysis of many of the major issues which
dominate discussion with respect to policy practice and research in the field of higher education and it can expect to become a major source book for all
who are interested in the development of higher education in the 21st century

Exploring Postcolonial Biblical Criticism

this volume offers a critical historical assessment of the negotiation of the treaty on the non proliferation of nuclear weapons npt and of the origins of
the nonproliferation regime the npt has been signed by 190 states and was indefinitely extended in 1995 rendering it the most successful arms control
treaty in history nevertheless little is known about the motivations and strategic calculi of the various middle and small powers in regard to their
ultimate decision to join the treaty despite its discriminatory nature while the npt continues to be central to current nonproliferation efforts its
underlying mechanisms remain under researched based on newly declassified archival sources and using previously inaccessible evidence the
contributions in this volume examine the underlying rationales of the specific positions taken by various states during the npt negotiations starting from
a critical appraisal of our current knowledge of the genesis of the nonproliferation regime contributors from diverse national and disciplinary
backgrounds focus on both european and non european states in order to enrich our understanding of how the global nuclear order came into being this
book will be of much interest to students of nuclear proliferation cold war history security studies and ir

Africa in World Politics

in this open access book ecological economics and political ecology traditions converge into a single academic school the book constitutes a common
ground where multiple and critical voices are expressed covering a broad scope of urgent matters at the crossroad between society economy and the
natural environment the manuscripts composing this compendium offer appealing material for both experienced and younger researchers interested in
interdisciplinary exchanges in the field of the social environmental sciences it combines historical accounts with recent theoretical and empirical
developments revolving around the interaction between three foundational notions of the barcelona school social metabolism environmental justice and
self reflective science
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